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Abstract

Defending the State or what can be called national resilience is an important thing in state life. The attitude of defending the country is something that must be owned and realized by the people, especially the younger generation who will be the future leaders of the nation. Article 27 paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution states that "every citizen has the right and obligation to participate in efforts to defend the State". This research uses the literature review method which is a systematic, explicit and reproducible method for evaluating and identifying research works. The aim of this research is that citizens, especially the younger generation, must have a responsibility to defend the country and prepare students to become good citizens. The results of the discussion show that to realize the 1945 Constitution concerning National Defense, the government provides citizenship education to help educate citizens, especially the nation's next generation. Through citizenship education, the descendants of the Indonesian people will be able to understand, analyze and answer the challenges faced in society, nation and state. As well as being sustainable and in accordance with the principles and ideals of the nation as intended in the preamble to the 1945 Constitution. It is hoped that awareness of defending the State or national security can be instilled in the minds of all Indonesian people, especially in this technological era. Because in the technological era there are several external threats that are sometimes overlooked.
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Introduction

State defense stated in Article 27 Paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia which states that “Every Citizens have rights and obligations follow as well as in effort defend the country.” Based on statement that, national defense is rights and obligations fundamental for all over Indonesian citizens. Every citizens will become heir nation here, carry on progress and development with still guard his abilities in maintain self. One of things to do every citizen for overcome obstacle is with defend the country. Problem ideology, economics, social culture, and security included in between current issues faced (Ahyati & Dewi, 2021), science knowledge always develop from time to time. Time has big impact to earth in Lots matter. One of them is Progress continued virtual and digital technology grow along with progress knowledge knowledge (Suprihatini & Maarif, 2016). Digital expression already no foreign again in life daily. Digital technology already used in various industry, incl education, transportation, health, and economy. This development give impact significant to activity man everyday and very important for progress technology both in Indonesia and throughout the world. Man must be alert breakthroughs technically so you can utilized in a way effective and useful for activity man. Digital revolution has happen since 1980s with exists change technology mechanical and analog to be digital technology and on develop until this moment. As it develops increasing era advanced because availability various very capable technology help source Power humans who don't can separated with complexity technology in modern times. Development technology this tend the more big after appearance technology new and of course the more complex. Nowadays, technology can become threat big for the country if No handled with appropriate; Therefore that’s
education citizenship required For overcome existing challenges. The purpose is education citizenship is For increase understanding about rights and obligations citizens at once develop required skills in life society, nation and state (Santoso et al., 2023). One of education introduction national defense in Indonesia is carried out through education citizenship for inhabitant civil, with objective produce citizens who can relied on by the nation and state (Suharyanto, 2013, p. 192). Citizenship education in essence centered on the ideals found in Pancasila, personality nation, use improve and preserve nobility sourced wisdom from culture nation that has there is since a long time ago. Every citizens must have love to country, which is proven with his willingness protect and sacrifice for advance his country; In other words, essence national defense is will citizen for serve and sacrifice defending the country (Sembiring et al., 2023). Civic education is an educational process For build exemplary will and ability develop reflecting creativity teak self qualified nation with values social cultural Indonesian-ness (Zulfikar & Dewi, 2021). Curriculum Indonesian education includes Citizenship Education which emphasizes the elements proportional education like teaching history formation nation, principle patriotism and love homeland, spirit guarding the country, and character.

Research Methodology

The literature review is a systematic, explicit and reproducible methods for do identification, evaluation and synthesis to works results research and results thoughts already produced by researchers and practitioners. Literature review aim For make analysis and synthesis to existing knowledge there is related topic to be researched for find room blank for research to be done.

Result & Discussion

Role of Education Citizenship

Civic education help educate citizens, esp generation successor nation, which is useful for life state and nation. Civic education for generation young moment this is very important for increase awareness defend the country and instill a sense of love Darling towards the country. Because of generations today’s millennials will become future leader. Civic education give student chance for strengthen a sense of identity national they. Through education citizenship, ancestry the Indonesian nation will capable understand, analyze, and answer the challenges faced in society, nation and state, as well as sustainable and appropriate with principles and ideals nation as intended in Preamble to the 1945 Constitution. Civic education is effort aware government for embed draft related multidimensional nationalities with basics knowledge about planting values citizenship, sociology politics / society politics, democracy, and preparation child nation. participate in the entire political process) in order to become good citizens (Subadi, 2007). Civic education is very important for held in frame increase awareness public general and students about citizenship. PKN itself have objective that is education citizenship that has functions and duties education (Dahliyana et al., 2020). Function from PKN learning alone for build awareness citizenship that is defend the country first awareness of each personal human, function the Already listed in Law of the Republic of Indonesia 1945 article 30 paragraph 1 which states that “every one inhabitant rights and obligations in follow as well as in effort defense and resilience national.

Implementation defending the country in the digital era

According to Law. R.I. No. 3 of 2002 Article 9 Paragraph (2) letter b, regarding understanding from defend the country, reads “what is meant with devotion in accordance with profession is service to the country that has it profession certain for interest national defense included in overcome it and/ or zoom out the consequences of war, disaster nature, or disaster other”. Awareness will security national expected can implanted in the mind all over Indonesian society, especially in the era of globalization this. Because, in the era of globalization, there are a number of threat external sometimes neglected, many risk the can give impact negative for Indonesian society, impact the nature negative or give rise to conflicting changes with culture and values Indonesian national (Rio Saputro & Najicha, 2022). New media / digital era often used for describe digital technology. New media own characteristics can manipulated and natured network or internet. So what isn’t it? Internet-based is not classified to in digital media/ new media (Syr’aini et al., 2019). In the journal (Luh Putu & I Putu Karpika, 2023) visible negative impacts moment This Because progress technology that is:

1. It happened plagiarism, because convenience in access information.
2. Children become lazy about studying Because too absorbed playing games.
3. It happened cases of bullying against friends and increasing crimes committed by children.
4. Lots of it spread hoax news, where? public spread information without look for truth from information that, this if left so will cause split on a nation.
In discussion this, technology have significant influence to national defense among Indonesian society, which is very close-knit connection with resilience national. The country ‘s resilience will threatened with its erosion mentality national defense against public. Of course just this matter must become problem big for Indonesian society. In the future, Indonesia will face system new global commerce, advanced global communications, power political new, and threats that are not yet Once imagined previously. Besides, it’s important for Indonesia to determine the best strategy for overcome condition that, remember progress knowledge, technology information, and communication has impact on increasingly development war contemporary in the form of Asymmetric Warfare and Proxy War. Current world this currently face war waged by the parties third without involvement direct interested parties, a known phenomenon with proxy war (Ahyati & Dewi, 2021). Education and coaching programs awareness national defense is carried out government Not yet optimally implemented to generation young in the digital era, so still lots generation young people need it built and improved related awareness defend the country at the this moment. This matter possible low impact knowledge society, in particular generation young, regarding importance awaken return awareness national defense. Additionally, deletion eye Pancasila Moral Education (PMP) and History and National Struggle Education (PSPB) lessons from curriculum education, both at level school elementary (SD) and school intermediate above (high school), can has implications for decline mark awareness and sense of national defense (Hartono, 2020).

Still seldom found methods and materials defending the country comes first presentation dialogue, practice hone brain, or cognitive. aspect which is accumulation and results processing brain on the data, information and knowledge obtained human, for steady ideology participant to four pillars of nationality Pancasila, UUD 45, NKRI, and Bhinneka Tunggal Ika. Awareness defend the country for generations young in the digital era still low, lack concern and sense of responsibility answer in advance nation and state, often happen conflict between generation young, at least solidarity social, and so on. No can with sincere accept differences exist, and his attitude worsens. Value own country's culture with still fertilize attitude hedonistic, pragmatic, materialistic, and others. from description above can seen that low awareness can defend the country weaken resilience national. Ministries/Agencies and Regional governments have not yet work the same in increase awareness national defense and tends walk to different direction. Existing coordination moment this not yet covers all over holder interest important. It hasn't happened yet network strategic between ministries / institutions, government region, and society. Apart from that, no can There is one ministry or institutions that have control exclusive to action national defense. Because, defend the country more from simply operation military or defense. National defense is Spirit fight generation young we all, all generation young nation responsible answer defend his country (Yunita et al., 2023). National Defense is not can limited to operations military or defense just. Defend the country is embodiment internal citizens effort maintain and improve resilience national Indonesian nation. Draft defending the country is divided become two that is: physical state defense and non-physical state defense. Defend the country physically is shoulder weapon in face enemy (ex military). Defend the country in a way physique meaning more narrow than defend the country independently non-physical.

1. Physical National Defense
   According to Constitution Number 3 of 2002 concerning National Defense, citizens can follow as well as in defend the country independently physique with join in Indonesian National Army and undergoing Basic Military Training. At the moment training base military given through people's programs trained, though idea people trained has arranged in Constitution Number 20 of 1982. Trained including regiment student (menwa), resistance people (wanra), defense civil (hansip), partner babinsa, and organization youth society who have finish education base military.

2. Non-physical State Defense
   According to Constitution Number 3 of 2002 concerning National Defense, citizens can participate in non-physical national defense through education citizenship and service professional. Civic education aim for cultivate a sense of love homeland and love homeland. Civic education can given through formal school, college high, and non-formal (social) channels. Based on matter that, participation internal citizens defense country by country non-physical can done in various form, any time, and in situation whatever.

Current existing lots method for national defense, incl utilize social media with good. Approach best in take advantage of it is with become wise users (netizens), no do threatening activity sovereignty nation and state. Social media give rise to Lots difficulties and conflicts, this caused many social media users who utilize the platform actively arbitrary, lacking notice factor man or standard actually. Enforcement law must always Ready face increasing problems caused by cyberspace. According to (Asyari & Dewi, 2021) element the basis of which the State can implemented in life daily that is:
1. Love for the homeland and nation, this can held with method increase soul high nationalism and love product in country
2. Improve morality generation millennial hope nation, this done with love his country and willingly sacrifice for the sake of his nation and country
3. Increase character generation millennials, so don't give rise to behavior anarchists among colleague countrymen, this can done method carry out education character through lesson education citizenship

Being from National Defense efforts are readiness and willingness every citizen for sacrifice to defend independence and maritime state, unity and unity nation, territorial integrity and jurisdiction national, and the values of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. There are three base National Defense, that is base idiil, foundation constitutional and foundational operational.

1. Base Idiil, is functioning foundation as framework or base development to use realize objective. Base very deep ideals and anchors namely Pancasila, no can separated from ideal foundation. this means, Pancasila as base philosophy nation must held firm in all action
2. Base constitutional, constitute implementation defending the country is the 1945 Constitution, because the 1945 Constitution is constitution of the State of Indonesia, and sources law highest in Indonesia. In each stem the body of the 1945 Constitution is listed rights and obligations defend the country for every Indonesian citizens
3. Base operational, is base law maintenance something activity in the containing country the rules in a way more detailed. This is done so that everyone activity more state administration strong in a way law, incl in matter defend the country. A number of base operational defend the country.

According to (Holimin et al., 2021) awareness National defense is very important implanted to generation young. This matter done as form mental revolution also for build Power ward off the State within face dynamics possible threat will happen. Through defend the country then will awakened disciplined character, work same and leadership.

Conclusion
In perspective life patriotic draft National defense in peacetime nor wartime, basically is awareness of the spectrum of defending the country is a must understood by everyone citizen. All component nation need synergrity in grow nationalism for power hold the State does not threatened with its erosion mentality national defense of its people. Civic education hold role important for increase Spirit nationality especially for generation young as successor expected nation can give contribution for his country. In the technological era moment this education citizenship is very important to be held in order to be able to create generation successor conscious nation will rights and obligations. The government has too do various effort for embed or apply draft education citizenship like planting values social, political, democracy in schools, this done with hope to become good citizen.
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